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OCTOBER 2022 MEETING
Tuesday, October 4, 2022

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Seaside Quilters Guild is in full momentum. September’s
meeting was well attended as we ate cake and ice cream to
celebrate our 40 th Birthday. Thank you to Patti Brown for
making it happen. Marge Renner was the only founding
member present at the meeting. Thank you, Marge for your
continued support.
Friday September 9, fourteen Seaside members made our way through the rain to
Visions Museum of Textile Art where we enjoyed a wonderful tour of the current
exhibits. Our docent Carol Sebastian-Neely gave us great detail about the wonderful
kaleidoscope quilts by Paula Nadelstern. There were many “How does she make
these”, as well as ooooo’s and ahhhh’s. The second exhibit Up Close and Personal,
was very well received. The artists of this exhibit are past Presidents of Studio Art Quilt
Associates, Inc. (SAQA). Such variety of subject matter as well as different sewing
techniques. The last exhibit is hand dying by a local artist, Doshi’s. The exhibit “Where
the Light Enters”, is dyed on sheer fabrics and feels so light and airy. The museum has
offered two workshops with Doshi and both sold out. We ran between rain drops to eat
together at Con Pane. Thank you, Debbie Murbach for organizing his fun, enlightening
tour and time together with friends.
October will bring our annual fund raiser with Patti Brown being in charge. Her
committee is working hard to offer a variety of auction items as well as a Buy it Now
section. Please donate generously and be sure to invite others. There is something for
everyone.
There is more to come. We have 18 of the 30 required for the bus tour to Road to
California. If you haven’t signed up, do so soon, as we will be opening it up to others. It
will be a fun bus rides well as great opportunity to see exceptional quilts and of course
visit vendors!
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President’s Message

•

Jo Vroman is exploring some small group quilting projects,
which we will hear
more about in theMESSAGE
months to come.
PRESIDENT’S

•

Helen Hillman has set up some outstanding speakers for
our meetings as well as a workshop in the spring.

•

Linda Duggan is working with the membership committee
to print our new membership booklets. If you do not like
your photo, now is the time. Either submit one yourself to
Linda, or our photographer Lois Heath will take one. This all
needs to be done by October 15.

•

Do you need any encouragement to get a few UFO (unfinished objects)
completed? Judy and Rebecca are again heading up the group. It is only $10.00
for a chance to win a $20.00 gift card to Rosie’s as many months as you can
complete something.

•

Carol Simpson is working on a guild wide challenge which will be introduced
later this year.

•

If you need sewing time our guild offers Quilt Til You Wilt (QTYW) the 2nd
Monday of every month at Sewing Machines Plus from 10 – 4. There is no
charge to hook up with fellow guild members. Chris Bernet helps us on Finish It
Friday with a zoom option to work from home and sew with friends.

•

Deborah Lancaster helps us with our sewing skills monthly as she guides us
through Block of the Month.

•

If you don’t sew quilts for yourself, Linda Duggan has our Linus quilts to
keep you busy.

With all these opportunities to be together and sew it is no wonder we have so
much fun! See you Tuesday October 4 th ! Sally
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SEASIDE FUNDRAISER AUCTION
OCTOBER 4, 2021

Our largest fundraiser of the year is on
October 4th!
The evening will consist of The Seaside Brown Bag and Silent Auctions
Hey Seasiders!
It's only days until our auction. We need your donated items asap so
we can figure out what we are going to be bidding on. Please
bring your items to my house by Sept. 25 or if need be, I can pick them
up from you. Just give me a heads up, a time when you will be home
and an address.
If you are donating something perishable you can bring it the night of
the auction.
At this point we are a little soft on donations so please put on your
thinking caps and come up with something that everyone will want to
bid on. Remember, we will also have a "Buy it now" table.
Thanks to all for participating.
Patti Brown

Gift Baskets

Service or
Adventure

Silent Action
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NOVEMBER MEETING
DEL THOMAS

Seaside Quilters November Meeting is proud to be hosting
Del Thomas and her collection of contemporary quilts
Del Thomas is a textile art collector, The Thomas Contemporary Quilt
Collection has grown to more than 300 quilts. Her collection of art
quilts range from pieces as large as 107” x 52” to as small as 4” x 6”.
She is also a quilter who has been quilting for the past 70 years.
She has clear criteria for her purchases.
“First and most important, a quilt must speak to me,” Del said. “I
don’t care who made it or the technique used. It just has to speak to
my heart. I ask, ‘Could I be happy with this quilt on my wall if it were
the only quilt I could own?’” The answer must be a resounding,
“Yes!”
Del sponsors the large gallery at the Visions Art Gallery in San Diego
named in her honor. The Museum has shown several exhibits of quilts
from the Thomas Contemporary Quilt Collection
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SEASIDE PROGRAMS 2022-2023
DATE
9/6/22

SPEAKER

TOPIC

VMOTA Presentation

Seaside Birthday

10/4/22
11/1/22

Auction Party – 6:15pm
Auction starts at 7:00pm
Del Thomas

Patricia Belyea

Contemporary Collection of Quilts

Tokyo Quilt Festival Tour

12/6/22

Potluck and gift game

1/3/23

Pat Nickols

2/7/23

Ann Turley

The Menagerie: A lover of all animals,
Ann has quite a collection of personal
quilts that reflect this

3/7/23

Peggy Martin

Beyond Tradition: Expand your
creativity by using traditional quilts as
a springboard for design inspiration

4/4/23

Sheila Collins

Creative Explorations

4/5/23

Workshop with Sheila
Collins

Mandala Blossom

5/2/23

Round Robin

6/6/23

Potluck

Thank you
Helen!
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BIRTHDAYS/
HOSPITALITY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY OCTOBER BABIES

The following members are
celebrating their birthdays in
October.

Marge Renner
Carol Simpson
Cindy Feagle
Julia Lyon

10/05
10/11
10/27
10/31

As you know, we ask that you
bring a little something for a door
prize gift. Since we are having the
auction this month, we will not be
doing door prizes. Please bring
your door prize to the November
meeting and we will have lots of
great prizes to draw for.
Thanks,
Patti
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
JO VROMAN
Please let me introduce myself. I am Claudette Jo Vroman, and I will
be the program coordinator for Seaside for 2022-24. I know that
you don’t know me if you call me Claudette. I didn’t even know that
was my name until first grade when I had a teacher that didn’t
belong to my church or know my parents. Please call me Jo.

I joined Seaside in 2019 after an invitation from Ginny Pence.
Seaside was the first Guild I ever joined, mostly because of my
unpredictable work schedule. I retired from my 46-year nursing
career in 2021 and my quilting has exploded. I am looking forward
to getting more involved with Seaside and working with the
amazingly talented women at Seaside.
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
JO VROMAN
My journey with fabric started very early
making my own clothing. I was taught to
embroider, knit and basic sewing by my
maternal grandmother. My first exposer
to quilting was in the kitchen of my maternal
grandmother with the quilt frame coming
out after thrashing was completed because
the frame was part of that machine. My first
true quilting class was an introduction to
quilting with all blocks made by templates
and sewn by hand.
However, I didn’t really get the quilting bug until I was asked to help
start the Prayer and Squares Quilt Ministry as a Silver Girl Scout project
at my church. My quilting remained very basic until 2001 when I
attended my first Mystery Retreat with Linda Ballard, and it has
continued to grow since then. I continue to love Mystery Quilt Projects
and have designed these myself. I see myself as a very traditional
quilter trending to reproduction fabric and patterns that have lots of
HST and Flying Geese.
MYSTERY RUNNER DESIGNED BY JO
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
JO VROMAN

In 2022 I started seeking projects that would build other skills and
techniques, getting me out of my comfort zone. I tend to do BOM
projects especially if they utilize different techniques.
In 2023 I will be challenging myself to teach some basic quilting
classes hoping to share how I look at a pattern and switch up the
block, modify the technique used or making a big project small.
Joining Seaside has greatly helped me to explore different
techniques and I hope to continue to be challenged by this group
of diversely talented women.
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SMALL GROUP OPPORTUNITIES
2022-2023 AND 2023-2024
Small Group Opportunities for 2022-2023 and 2023-24.
If we haven’t met I am Jo Vroman you Program Coordinator for 2023-24. I am actively
working on the Guild Program for 2023-24 taking the suggestion provided in the June
2022 member survey. In review of the recent survey, I hope that I will find artists or
designers that meet your requests and stimulate your creativity.
Another request from the survey was to increase the number of small group activities.
These small groups can be of any size. I have three opportunities to present that I hope
will stimulate other small group ideas. A few of my idea are listed below:
1.Block of the Month (BOM) with patterns provided by Scott Flannigan of 4th and Main
Designs and varied from 4-12months. Cost for pattern would be $12. Participants would:
1. Choose their own fabric
2. Meet monthly to review the next month’s block
3. Support each other with challenges faced in block construction
4. Get support from the pattern designer (possibly with a monthly Zoom meeting).
2.Mystery Quilt.
1. Short term Mystery with clues sent out either by email or at monthly meetings.
Recent Table Runner Mystery had 7 Guild members participating.
2. Meet monthly during the Quilt Til You Wilt (QTYW) events.
3.Using a specific pattern book to work as a group through a specific quilt or technique
such as:
1. Long Time Gone by Jen Kingwell; Making Quilts with Kathy Doughty of Material
Obsession or Modern Quilt with Traditional Roots by Kathy Doughty. Several
fabric options for making the blocks would be available:
1. Using your previous project leftovers (great way to make a remembrance
quilt)
2. Using a fabric bundle that you have chosen
3. Using stash and scraps.
Please let me know if any of these ideas are of interest to you for a small group over the
next year. Contact Jo Vroman, vromancj@gmail.com your ideas and if you are willing to
lead a small group.
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UFO CLUB
SEASIDE QUILT GUILD UFO CLUB
UFO Club is off to a great
start this year as we had 24
people sign up for 2022-23!
1. Carol Simpson
2. Judy Uyemura
3. Rebecca Johnson
4. Deb Lancaster
5. Stevie Wheeler
6. Chris Bernet
7. Lois Heath
8. Cindy Feagle
9. Patti Brown
10. Judy Ross
11. Deborah Murbach
12. Sally Stovall
13. Mary Lyons
14. Despo Stevens
15. Joyce McCarthy
16. Deb Zeller
17. Jo Vroman
18. Ginny Pence
19. Cynthia Lyons-Dailard
20. Patt Seitas
21. Sheryl King
22. Louise Goodman
23. Lyn Glynn

Can't wait to see all your linus tops and
completed projects from you during the
year. The winner of our September
drawing was Cindy Feagle who received
a $20 gift certificate from Rosie's. In
addition, Ginny Pence and Stevie
Wheeler both won bags of homemade
granola. Also, Cynthia Lyons-Dailard,
Judy Uyemura, Chris Bernet and Lois
Heath also finished UFO's. Everyone's
name will be added to the mega UFO
drawing in June for more chances to win.
Also don't forget to fill out your
UFO project sheets. You don't have to
turn them in but keep it visible in your
sewing area as a handy reference and
reminder of projects that need to be
done. I also started placing my UFO's in
one area of my sewing room, ready to be
worked on. It will be nice to start whittling
down that stack of UFO's! Another
organization idea is to block out time on
your calendar to work on quilt projects
and UFO's. I try to block out
Wednesdays and Thursdays for my quilt
days and try very hard to not schedule
anything else those days.
Happy Quilting!
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Judy & Rebecca
UFO Club Co-Chairs

UFO CLUB
SEASIDE QUILT GUILD UFO CLUB
Since the Brown Bag Auction is in October, we will delay having our
October UFO drawing until the November meeting. That means we will
have 2 separate containers for drawing in November (one for October and
one for November). This gives everyone a little extra time to finish UFO's
for the drawings. All participants will be added to our UFO Mega drawing in
June for more chances to win!
Here are the UFO "Rules":
A UFO can be any sewing, quilting, knitting, crocheting, art, craft, etc.
project that you started but got put on the back burner and you didn't finish
it. We do allow finished tops that you plan to pass on to Linus for others to
quilt to count as a finished UFO. However, since actually quilting and
binding a quilt often take so much longer than making a top, the board has
decided to count 3 unfinished tops as one UFO entry. A maximum of 3
entries will be allowed per monthly drawing. Confused??? Here are some
examples.
You finished 3 quilts, crocheted a blanket and finished a painting: you are
allowed 3 entries into the drawing.
You finished 6 tops for Linus: you are allowed 2 entries into the drawing.
You finished 3 tops for Linus plus 2 quilts: you are allowed 3 entries into the
drawing.

Happy Quilting!
Judy & Rebecca
Co-Chairs UFO Club

NOT THIS
KIND
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UFO’s from September Mtg.
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UFO’s from September Mtg.
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UFO’s from September Mtg.
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UFO’s from September Mtg.
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QUILT TIL YOU WILT

JOIN US FOR A DAY OF QUILTING
Monday - Sewing Machines Plus classroom 10 -4pm Every 2nd Monday of the
month.. Only 20 spots. No room cost!!
Oct 10, Nov. 14 and Dec. 12, 2022
4606 Mission Bay Drive
I will send out invitation via email. Just respond with name and if you can make it.
Friday - ZOOM 10 - 3 Every 4th Friday of the month. Open to everyone
Oct. 28, Nov. 25, Dec. 23, 2022
Your sewing room
No reservation needed. Chris will send zoom info to all a few days ahead of time
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Contact
all
Sally Stov
Space fills
fast!

QUILT RETREAT
VINA DE LESTONNAC RETREAT CENTER
39300 De Portola Rd.
Temecula, CA 92591
Monday thru Thursday January 16,17, 18 19, 2023

The prices are as follows:
Double Occupancy - $437.00/person
Single Occupancy - $637.00/person
This includes meals from noon Thursday, through Brunch Sunday, as
well as all bedding, towels, and sewing space. It is the deal of the
century, as we make more fun on these retreats than a quilter should
be allowed to have! Just ask anyone that has attended in the past.

For the January 2023 retreat, we have 6 double rooms at the cost of $405 per
person. Please pay Sally a $100 non refundable deposit to Sally to reserve
your spot.
To make a reservation for any of our retreats a minimum $100 non-refundable deposit will need
to be made. It may be paid using one of several methods. To my knowledge there is no extra
charge to use these methods of money transfer. We will work on roommate preference once the
reservations are made

•

PayPal – Sally Stovall paypal.me/Seasideretreat123

•

Venmo – Sally-Stovall (include the hyphen & there is a picture of me so you know it is
correct)

•

Or you can write a check and put it in the US Mail to: Sally Stovall 1720 W. Lewis St. San
Diego, CA 92103

LET THE FUN BEGIN!
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROJECT LINUS
OCTOBER 2022
PROJECT LINUS
Thanks to those who turned in all the cute quilts and tops at the last Guild
meeting. And many, many thanks to everyone who took home the fabric
bundles to create a kit, top and/or a completed quilt! I appreciate your
help. Our total for the year is now 330!!!
Upcoming dates for Linus workshops are:
•Monday, October 3
•Tuesday, October 18
•Monday, November 7
If you want work to take home, please come to a workshop or call me at 619888-9197 as I will not be bringing anything to the Auction in October. I need
your creative touch (both long arm and simple home machine quilting).
We recently received a donation of another quilter’s stash. Yards and yards
and yards of fabric that will be great for kids. I’m still doing inventory, but the
total so far is 45 yards!! Captain America and Marvel comic characters,
Frozen, Spider Man, Justice League, Ballerinas, Construction Workers, Pink
and Purple Llamas, Trucks, Motorcycles and much more. It will be so much fun
putting these quilts together (and easy too – just add some coordinating
sashing and they’ll be ready to go).
Thank you so much for your continued support of the main charity outreach of
the Guild, especially those members who are "regulars". Your time and
devotion are greatly appreciated.
~Linda Duggan~
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MEMBER INFO
DONATIONS AND COMFORT CARDS
COMFORT CARDS
Joyce McCarthy will send a
card to any member who
needs support.
Please let her know @
Phone: 858-272-4871
Email: jtimeout@san.rr.com
Get well card sent to Thelma Creamer
Thinking of You card sent to Karen Zapone
for husband’s illness
Congratulations card sent Judy Uyemura
for birth of her grandson.

Joyce McCarthy
Comfort and Joy

Yarn for Ernie
This is a reminder that Ernie can always use more
yarn. It’s better if it is not wool so it’s washable. He
makes blankets out of donated yarn and gives
them to Project Linus. You can give me any yarn
you are willing to part with. Small balls are fine,
they make nice stripes. Thank you in advance.
~~Ruth Simons

Help CCSA when you shop at Ralph's
or Food 4 Less! CCSA will receive a
percentage of what you spend on
food at Ralphs or Food 4 Less. You
will need an email address and
computer access - or a Ralph's
Rewards card and call 800-4434438. You must sign up every year
for the Community Rewards
Program using the online
portal: Ralph's Community
Contribution Program - Kroger and
scroll down to Enroll Now. CCSA’s
organization number is 82500 or
search for Community Christian
Service Agency.
Because of the
fundraiser this month, if you have
physical / tangible donations, catch
me BEFORE the Guild meeting or
bring them to my home. Thank you
in advance! --Stitchingly, Lois
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
NOV. BLOCK OF MONTH BY DEBORAH LANCASTER
Hi friends!
Here is November BOM, it is called Winged
Four Patch.
•
•

WHEN YOU FINISH IT WILL BE 12.5”.
IN A FINISHED QUILT IT WILL BE 12”

You will need:
Fabric 1 - BLUE (must read from a distance as BLUE) (4) 3-½” squares (the diagonal
line of blue in the picture)
Fabric 2 - White, off-white, cream, with or w/o print (4) 3-½” squares (the diagonal line
of cream in the picture)
Fabric 3 - Background-type color - cream, LIGHT tan (4) 3-½” x 6-½” rectangles (flying
geese)
Fabric 4 - ANY color (8) 3-½” squares (flying geese)
NOTE: you will need (4) flying geese units which are 3-½” x 6-½” UNfinished. Use
whatever method you like to make these, and adjust fabric sizes accordingly.
Step 1: Using F4 squares and F3 rectangles, make (4) flying geese units.
Step 2: Using (2) each F1 and F2 3-½” squares, make a four patch unit.
Step 3: Add (1) each F1 and F2 3-½” square to the ends of (2) flying geese
units, per the picture.
Step 4: Assemble all parts per the picture.
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR BLOCK MEASURES 12-½” AT THIS POINT. If it does
not, please make the adjustments.
21 408 836 6655
Deborah Lancaster, Debette@gmail.com,

OPPORTUNITY OF THE MONTH

Welcome back as we start our 2022-23 year, and do I have an
opportunity for you! Well, inasmuch as this is my first year to be
responsible for the wonderful and fun aspect of our guild, and of
course earn a little extra money for all the really great things we
do, I would like to fill in all those blank months early on. (Imay be
a little compulsive that way!)
Anyway, we are good for September, November and December,
with October being our auction. So, I have the months of
January, February, March, April and May open. You can contact
me with whatever talent you would like donate, and I can tell you
that it will be appreciated by all.
Please help me fill in my chart.
See you in October.

MONTH

DONATION BY

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
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DAY TRIPS
VISIONS MUSEUM OF TEXTILE ART TOUR
Thanks to Carol Sebastian-Neely for giving us such a great tour of the
exhibits currently at VMOTA. Paula Nadelstern’s quilt was mind boggling.
A group of us has lunch at Con Pain in the rain afterwards.

Carol
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DAY TRIPS
HOFFMAN FABRIC TOUR

HOFFMAN :
HOFFMAN TOUR - given by Jean Impy
DATE: In October - We will ask for a day this Spring 2023, but they tell us
when to come as they have control over the group size.
TIME: 8 am to 4pm
SCHEDULE:
8am Bus pick up
9:30am Tour
11:30 am Shopping in their facility
12:00 - 2pm Lunch A restaurant near Hoffman's in Mission Viejo will be
selected and we will let them know we are coming. (We are open to
ideas). You will be responsible for paying for your own lunch.
4pm Bus drop off
PRICE: $50 plus lunch non guild members $70.00 Based on 30 people.
DEPOSIT: $25.00 at January Meeting SEE DEBBIE M.
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Call for Quilts
SCCQG 2023 Special Exhibit
“Spotlight on Southern California
Quiltmakers”
Road to California Quilters Conference
January 18-21, 2023
This exhibit is all about sharing quilts created by Southern California quiltmakers. Quilts of
all styles and techniques are welcome so long as they fit the requirements below.

Timetable
October 24, 2022 (Monday). Mailed entry form, pictures, and a self-addressed stamped
envelope must be received no later than Monday, October 24, 2022. (Include an email
address for confirmation of receipt.) Online entries are due as well. See instructions above.
December 1, 2022. Notification letters will be e-mailed by this date. Accepted entries will
receive instructions for quilt shipment. Entrants will be responsible for all shipping and
insurance costs. Details regarding required sleeve and label indications will also be
included
.
December 26, 2022 – January 09, 2023. Accepted quilts must be received by the SCCQG
Road2CA Co-Curators (Olivia Carnahan & Maureen Bernal) for exhibition.
January 18-21, 2023. Quilts will be displayed as part of the SCCQG “Spotlight on
Southern California Quiltmakers” Special Exhibit at Road to California, Ontario Convention
Center, Ontario, California.
January 21 – February 6, 2023. Quilts will be returned to Entrants according to prior
arrangements.
Questions via email to Liv4quilts@aol.com (Olivia Carnahan)
SCCQG and Road reserve the right to reject quilts not suitable for hanging.

https://online.roadtocalifornia.com/userfiles/file/2023/Contest/New%20R
ules%202023.pdf

March 31, 2023

Seaside Board Members 2022-2023

Meetings:
This month’s meeting:Tuesday, October 4
6:30 PM Social Time
7:00 PM Meeting Starts

Newsletter:
Our newsletter is published monthly by
Seaside Quilters for our members and San
Diego area guilds.
The normal cutoff date for submissions to the
newsletter is the 15th of each month.
Mail your submissions to Debbie Murbach
email:
debinkodesigns@gmail.com
Members are encouraged to submit
information about tips; upcoming quilt shows;
quilt shops visited; special recipes; or reviews
of new books. Seaside Quilters reserves the
right to edit articles for space. The
information presented herein is for the
education and benefit of our members.
Board Meetings
Board meetings will be held Monday prior to
the regular meeting at 5:30pm on Zoom
Website:
https://seasidequiltguild.com/
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/SeasideQuilters/110905575667120
We welcome members & guests alike who
love quilts or enjoy making them.
Our Annual Membership dues are $45.00
Guest Fee is $5.00 per meeting

Elected Officers
President
Sally Stovall
V.P.
Debbie Murbach
Corresponding Secretary/
Comfort & Joy
Joyce McCarthy
Recording Secretary
Donna Hogle
Treasurer/ Budget
Debra Zeller
Appointed Officers
2022-2023 Programs
Helen Hillman
2023-2024 Programs
Jo Vroman
2024-2025
Adele Josepho
Historian
Lois Heath
Parliamentarian / Bylaws Chair VACANT
Committees
AUCTION 2022
Patti Brown
Block of the Month
Deborah Lancaster
UFO Club
Judy Uyemara,
Rebecca Johnson
Door Prizes
Patti Brown
Give & Take Table
Gillian Moss
Hospitality
Patti Brown
Membership
Ginny Pence,
Beth Bertsch
Quilt Challenge
Carol Simpson
Newsletter
Debbie Murbach
Opportunity of the Month Stevie Wheeler
Project Linus
Linda Duggan
Quilting Sisters
Barbie Lorenz
Webmaster
Debbie Murbach
Other Activities & Charity Projects
Quilt til you Wil
Debbie Murbach
CCSA
Lois Heath
Old Town / History Quilting Ginny Pence, Patt
Seitas
Retreat Coordinator:
Sally Stovall
San Diego/Del Mar Fair: Cindy Feagle
San Diego Quilt Show
Evette Weiss, Despo
Stevens
SCCQG
Deborah Lancaster,
Rebecca Johnson
Toy Drive/
Snowman Contact
Mary Ann Moga
Yarn for Ernie
Ruth Simon
Visions Museum of
Debbie Murbach
Textile Art
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